Index proposal and basic estimator study for quantification of oscillation of the secondary flow pattern in tortuous vessels.
The development of atherosclerosis has been shown to correlate with regions of low wall shear stress and seemingly reduced mass transport. The local tortuosity of the arteries and local secondary flow oscillation also seem to be negatively correlated with the local occurrence of the disease. However there is currently no tool or physiological parameter that can be measured non-invasively to assess the local oscillation of the flow. Standard Colour Doppler imaging of secondary flow patterns during the blood pulse is studied and illustrated, and the local oscillation of the secondary flow pattern is proposed as an index, which could be an indicator of the likelihood of future disease development. Preliminary results are presented using a basic estimator developed for the proof of concept in the case of swirling flow, and based on colour-coded video signals collected in different configurations. In vitro results show that there is a correspondence between the Doppler patterns and the secondary flow patterns, the repeatability of the measures, and that the proposed index and its estimator reflect a joint influence of the local oscillation of the secondary flow pattern and of the flow rate. On another hand, while in vivo results still suffer from instabilities, noise and from scanners and processing limitations, they demonstrate that it is possible to use Colour Doppler imaging to image and characterize in vivo the secondary flow patterns and their oscillations non-invasively, and that it is possible for a trained clinician to perform manually such Doppler measurements for processing.